iText 7
Unlock the power of PDF:
Key features and benefits
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PDF has matured considerably since it was released in 1993
as a “digital document”. Today it is a standard for document
sharing, automation, and more that can streamline document processes for many types of organizations. At iText, we
have been on the forefront of PDF evolution since 2000,
focusing on usability, automation and standards. Our
software has improved with each release and iText 7 is no
exception. It can help you create PDF files that are more
versatile than any off-the-shelf PDF creator and allow you to
embed its functionalities within your own software, allowing for digital transformation.
iText 7 comprises iText 7 Core and a number of value
add-ons for specific document tasks. New add-ons will be
developed continuously to expand the scope and advantages of the iText platform.

PDF

The powerful PDF platform
iText 7 Core’s code libraries can
be embedded in applications to
create the type of PDF files you
want. Whether you’re creating
batches of files automatically
to add to a digital archive or
you want to set up a form campaign for your customers, iText
7 can help you get it right. In addition, iText 7 has a number of
add-ons for specific use cases
you may encounter.

Visit www.itextpdf.com/itext7 to learn more.

iText 7
Harness the power of PDF, with value add ons
pdfDebug

Fast and thorough PDF structure inspection
With the pdfDebug add-on, you can get a crystal-clear insight in how your PDFs are built and make changes in
their structure. You can see your different content streams and objects, correct file size errors and make sure
your PDFs work the way you want them to.

pdfCalligraph

Advanced typography support
Off-the-shelf PDF creators often have problems with character interactions or with writing systems such as the
Indic Devanagari family, which often creates compound characters that are difficult to separate in text, making
text extraction difficult. pdfCalligraph solves this challenge by guaranteeing a neat conversion to PDF for these
scripts and provides stylistic improvements in scripts that do not require these features, so that you can use
the font features and writing systems of your choice in PDF.

pdfInvoice

Invoicing for both man and machine
Organizations all over the world are slowly switching to invoices
that are fully payable digitally, by integrating XML into a PDF
container. The most advanced standard for this is the German
ZUGFeRD that allows you to send and receive invoices in PDF
without specific software needs. pdfInvoice allows you to be
fully compliant with it by producing PDFs that can be correctly
interpreted by both devices (through the XML components) and
human users (through the PDF visualization), ultimately saving
you time, effort and money on countless paper processes.

PdfSweep

Keep your documents clean of sensitive data
Many people think PDFs can’t be edited. It is possible, but it isn’t easy.
With pdfSweep, you can clean-up or edit PDFs in a much more
user-friendly way. This allows you to change branding or other corporate graphics easily. It also allows you to remove sensitive data from a
PDF file completely, keeping you compliant and your sensitive information safe from prying eyes.

Harness the power of PDF,
with iText 7
Why choose iText 7?
• Fastest PDF library on the market
• Both high- and low-level API
programming
• Extensive support from the
programming community
• Professional support from iText

How do I get started?

Contact us to learn more about how iText 7 can help you.
Visit www.itextpdf.com/itext7 to learn more.

